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Figure 1: Original version of a compact PET beamline:as described in:

[1] M. Dehnel et al, “Measurements from a Compact Cost-Effective 

Beamline for the THC14 PET Cyclotron”, CAARI2008, Fort Worth, 

Texas, USA, pp. 504-507, 2008.

[2] M.P. Dehnel et al, “A Compact Cost-Effective Beamline for a PET 

Cyclotron”, NIM B 261, pp.809-812, 2007. 

Figure 2: Original version of a compact cost-effective PET Beamline as 

delivered to THALES for the THC14 PET Cyclotron [1,2].

Figure 3: LEFT: D-Pace’s TRIUMF licensed Two-Port Target Selector installed with 

scintillator on upper port, and Faraday Cup with D-Pace Target Identification Board on 

lower port, the TRIUMF F18 water target is temporarily located at bottom within the 

shield during a commissioning test.

RIGHT:  D-Pace’s TRIUMF licensed Two-Port Target Selector with two Bruce 

Technologies High Current F18 Water Targets installed (Model).

Figure 4: D-Pace’s mini-PET Beamline.  This beamline is very low cost.  It is comprised of a 

self-supporting low activation aluminium beampipe/support.  No alignments of magnets are 

required, since they are registered directly on the beampipe/support.  The upstream magnet is 

a multi-function quadrupole and XY steerer, and the downstream magnet is a quadrupole.  An 

electrically isolated exit port collimator is provided along with the electrically isolated and 

water cooled 4-Jaw collimator within D-Pace’s TRIUMF licensed Two-Port Target Selector.  

A gate valve is provided, vacuum gauge, and rough pump port.  D-Pace recommends that a 32 

segment Faraday Cup be used in conjunction with a Bruce Technologies High Current F18

Water Target.  A target shield is provided to shield maintenance staff from residual radiation 

while working on the cyclotron.

Figure 5: D-Pace’s mini-PET Beamline with self-registered multi-function 

magnets, and 6 beam current readback diagnostics (when used with Two Port Target 

Switcher).  The mini-PET Beamline is less than 1 metre long.

Figure 6: D-Pace’s 32-Sector Faraday Cup in Development.

ABSTRACT: It was not long ago when a world class water target for producing Fluorine-18 handled a maximum proton current of 20 micro-amperes in the 10-20 MeV kinetic energy range.  The associated prompt 

and residual radiation environments near these targets were relatively modest, and thus PET cyclotrons were designed so that targets could be mounted directly to the main cyclotron vacuum tank.  Generally there 

was little provision for focusing or steering the extracted proton beam, and very little in the way of beam diagnostics was offered.  This solution was reasonable as it permitted a relatively low cost system to the 

customer.  Unoptimized production resulting from poor beam steering or poor beam focusing was not overly problematic, and the consequence of not being able to correct an off-axis extracted beam was not 

catastrophic.  Since this time, however, a world class water target for Fluorine-18 production now handles over 100 micro-amperes of extracted proton beam current, and the trend in total beam current delivered to 

target continues to grow.  As a result, the prompt radiation and the residual radiation produced by such a target is significant.  In the standard configuration where such targets are bolted to the cyclotron main vacuum 

tank the resultant residual radiation environment is sufficiently large in magnitude to inhibit effective cyclotron maintenance in a timely manner, and to significantly increment the annual dose received by 

maintenance staff.  In addition, the risk of catastrophic failure is greatly increased if the beam centering and focus on target cannot be corrected and optimized for the case of high beam currents.  It is becoming 

increasingly evident to many radioisotope production facilities and to some accelerator manufacturers that an appropriate way to mitigate the risks and to reduce residual radiation dose to maintenance staff is to 

utilize a short beamline with local removeable shielding around the target.  Beamlines offer the opportunity to displace the residual radiation field of the targets away from the cyclotron, so that the cyclotron 

becomes a relatively low radiation work area.  In addition, a short beamline (typically on the order of 1 metre) has an XY steering magnet for beam trajectory corrections, and a quadrupole magnet doublet for beam 

focusing.  A gate valve and  modest vacuum pumping are required, as well as all aluminium beampipe to reduce residual radiation.  Typically six beam diagnostic readback signals are provide from water-cooled, 

electrically isolated graphite devices and these include: an exit port collimator, a four jaw collimator just upstream of the target (with top, bottom, left, right readbacks), and then finally the target current readback.  

The target station may have a two-port or multi-port selector.  Lastly, a local radiation shield around the target is provided. This ensures that the cyclotron vault region is protected from the high residual radiation 

fields near a target.  When target maintenance is required, a portion of the shield can be opened, and only for the brief period when target quick disconnect connections are removed is the general target residual 

radiation field exposed.  The utilization of beamlines in this manner is a wise response to the growing total beam current capacities of PET targets.  Beam delivery can be optimized for maximum radionuclide 

production, the residual radiation field of the targets can be displaced from the cyclotron, and the targets can be separately shielded with the use of an appropriate compact or mini-PET beamline.
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